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WHAT DOES AN 
ACCOUNTANT 
LOOK LIKE?

According to ChatGPT 4



Students Think Accounting is about:



But we know accounting is really:







What do (my) Students want?



- I want to make an impact.

- I want to see how my work effects the bigger picture.

- I want to be able to be successful while also managing my 

work/life balance.

- I want to become more tech-focused.

- I want to work with people I like, doing things I’m interested in.

- I don’t want my work to be monotonous.

- I want to innovate. Not do things just like last year.

- I want to see that I am growing.



Happier Smarter Faster Valuable



HOW DO WE EMPOWER 
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS TO HAVE 
THE CAREER THEY WANT?



Engage new 
mindsets

- Analytics Mindset

- Innovation Mindset



ANALYTICS 
MINDSET:

The AMPS Model



Innovation mindset

- Be agile and adaptive to constant change

- Think critically and with curiosity 

- Solve problems creatively and embrace technology 

- Redefine how work can get done faster, simpler and 

better



Innovation mindset:

- Imagine better and learn more:

- How can a process be improved? 

- Is there a different way to look at a problem or 

question?

- Are there new tools or leading-edge thinking about 

the issue we can apply?

- Take action and look to the future:

- Take a risk and try something new.

- Don’t be afraid to fail.

- Share your success and your challenges with peers 

and colleagues and encourage others to innovate.

- Don’t stop – keeping imagining better and innovating!

Imagine 
better

Learn moreTake action

Look to the 
future



Towards Critical Thinking Skills

15

Source: tips.uark.edu

Computers already do this!

Is this where CPA Exam has been?

Where accountants
must be

Emphasize using data
analytics



MAKE THE CLASSROOM COME ALIVE 
WITH REAL WORLD EXAMPLES



How Do We 
Increase 
Worker 
Productivity?
How do we reduce employee 

health problems?

- What if implemented an 

employee healthcare program 

to prevent OTJ injuries? 



Do our 
Incentives 
Work?

How can we keep our 

employees from quitting?

- What if we paid them more?



Can We Predict 
& Reduce 
Turnover?

Maybe… 

If we identify “at risk” employees 

& intervene.



How Can 
Individual 
Divisions Monitor 
Progress?

Develop core reports that end 

users can *drive* to analyze KPIs 

on an on-going basis.



Are 
Distribution 
Centers in the 
Right  Places?
- Analyze the size and location 

of warehouses. 

- Consider the amount of 

product to be shipped.



Why aren’t we 
producing our 
targets?

- Utilize connected controls –

machines send data directly 

for data analysis



How could we 
increase our 
customer 
base?
Turning suppliers into customers

- Tie internal supplier data 

with external purchasing 

data



Can you predict 
sales from the 
parking lot?



Can job postings 
predict company 
performance?



Are there 
innovative ways 
to take 
inventory?

../../../Downloads/Innovation_mindset_case_studies_Bryans_Amazing_Animals_Background.mp4


INTEGRATING 
TECHNOLOGY 
INTO THE 
ACCOUNTING 
CURRICULUM



Start with the analytics mindset

- The AMPS Model



LET THE QUESTION 
GUIDE THE TECHNOLOGY 
SELECTION



GIVE 
STUDENTS 
THE 
FREEDOM TO 
FAIL



LEVERAGE 
THE WORK OF 
OTHERS



TAKE THE 
FIRST STEP…



Let’s continue 
the 
conversation!

mchrist@uga.edu

mailto:mchrist@uga.edu
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